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Prepared For

14 Issues Identified



SIDE A (WEST)
Everything matches the drawing except the two listed items
•Circled in red is a weatherd section in the top of the stone
•circled in blue is a crack that runs through the corner of the stone
•Stone a3 circled in green is being repair to the length of 434 mm
instead of 260 due to damage

COPPING ON SIDE A
All copings on side a have had the morter in the joints broken out
so they are loose to remove from the momentum when needed

SIDE A CHANGES
Stone a3 circled in green is being repair to the length of 434 mm
instead of 260 mm due to damage on the left hand side

SIDE B (NORTHWEST)
Everything matches the drawings



COPPINGS ON SIDE B
All 3 coping on side b have had the mortar broken out of the joints
to be removed from the momentum when needed to be.

SIDE C (NORTH)
Everything matches drawings except 3 listed below
•circled in green weatherd front face to stone
•circled in blue top of the stone has been weatherd
•Circled in grey the crack from side b is returning through the
stone on side c

COPPING STONES ON SIDE C
All the copping stones on side c have had the mortar broken out
of the joints so they can be removed from the monument when
removing the damp proof layering in the bed joint

SIDE D (NORTH EAST)
Everything matches with the drawing



SIDE E (EAST)
Everything matches with drawing except listed
• circled in purple stone top has weathers away

SIDE F (SOUTH EAST)
Everything matches the drawing except listed below
•circled purple have face falling of and cracks through

SIDE G (SOUTH)
Everything matches drawings except the circled purple the face is
falling off the stone and cracks running through

SIDE G STONE REPLACEMENT (NOT ON DRAWINGS)
This stone isn’t down to be replaced on the drawing but should be
The dims as follows-
Length-500 mm
Width-200mm
Height 210 mm



SIDE H (SOUTHWEST)
Everything matches with drawings

WAR MEMORIAL CUTTING LIST
SIDE A
•a1 L85mm x W110mm x H50mm plastic repair
•a2 L120mm x W90mm x H80mm stone tile repair
•a3 L450mm x W70mm x H80mm stone tile repair
•ah-2 indent
•ah-3 plastic repair (110L+420L)x270WxH15 mm
SIDE B
•b1 plastic repair L50mm x W110 x H180
•b2 stone replacement L280mm x W45mm x H200mm
•b3 stone replacement L350mm x W45mm x H200mm
•B4 plastic repair L50mm x W40mm x H50mm
•bc-3 L610mm x W270mm x H180mm stone replace
SIDE C
•dc-1 stone replacement (305L+340L)x 100Wmm x 450Hmm
•c1 replace stone 255Lmm x 450Wmm x 100Hmm
•c2 replace stone 365Lmm x 450Wmm x 100Wmm
•c3 replace stone 340Lmm x 70Wmm x 200Hmm
•c4 replace stone 190Lmm x 60Wmm x 200Hmm
SIDE D
•d1 indent 80Lmm x 65Wmm x 80Hmm
•d2 plastic/tile repair 100LMM x 100Wmm x 50Hmm
•d3 stone replacement 250Lmm x 110Wmm x 200Hmm
•d4 stone replacement 290Lmm x 130Wmm x 200Hmm
SIDE E
•Fe-1 (260+210Lmm) x450Wmm x 100Hmm
•e2 390Lmm x 40Wmm x 200Hmm
•e3 250Lmm x 110Wmm x 200 Hmm
•e4 200Lmm x 110Wmm x 200Hmm



•e5 80Lmm x 100Wmm x 50Hmm
•e6 40Lmm 50wmm x 50Hmm
SIDE F
•fg-1 (750+270Lmm) x 450Wmm x 20Hmm
•f1 310Lmm x 120Wmm x 200Hmm
•f2 210Lmm x 50wmm x 200Hmm
•f3 385Lmm x 65Wmm x 200Hmm
SIDE G
•G1 180Lmm x 60Wmm x 80Hmm
•g2 320Lmm x 50Wmm x 200Hmm
•g3 190Lmm x 100Wmm x 200Hmm
•g4 330Lmm x 90Wmm x 200Hmm
•gf-2 500lmm x 200Wmm x 210Hmm
SIDE H
•h1 660Lmm x 100Wmm x 450Hmm
•h2 190Lmm x 65Wmm x 80Hmm


